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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 01/26/2021

Description New 2022 Highland Ridge RV Range Lite Air 16FBS Highland Ridge Range Lite Air
travel trailer 16FBS highlights: Jackknife Sofa 80" Bed Exterior Storage Exterior
Refrigerator   Just think about all the different ways you'll use this Range Lite Air
travel trailer! Whether it's a weekend fishing trip, a week-long vacation, or a
tailgating barbecue, you'll find value in this unit. As soon as you enter this trailer,
you'll notice the pantry and 8-cubic foot refrigerator directly to your left. This
makes it easy to reach in and grab some snacks while you're outside by the fire.
The full bathroom is also easy to reach since it is straight ahead when you walk
in, and it has a skylight and roof vent above the radius shower. The kitchen is fully
equipped with a convection microwave, two-burner recessed range, and range
hood, and there is even an exterior refrigerator that you can use to store your
beverages. A single slide adds space to the interior for lounging on the jackknife
sofa.   It doesn't take much effort at all to get the Highland Ridge Range Lite Air
travel trailer to its next destination! These trailers have been constructed with
a Thermal Seal which includes an enclosed, insulated, and heated underbelly and
fully insulated roof with a PVC roofing membrane. The 15" off-road radial tires
with aluminum rims and rubber torsion axle with increased ground clearance
adjustments help you get to your location, and the power tongue jack and
stabilizer jacks help set-up run smoothly. The Magnum Roof system is a reliable
and durable product that will withstand years of adventures, and the marine-
grade exterior speakers add some fun to the outdoors. You also have the ability
to add an optional off-grid solar package that comes with a 180W panel and
30AMP controller.
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2022 Range Lite Air 16FBS $39,076.84
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Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: RA3133
VIN Number: brownsrvfeed-RA3133
Condition: New
Length: 240
GVW: 4995
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 1

Item address McBee, South Carolina, United States
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